
Say goodbye to long manual customer data clean-up projects and generate clean, curated, enriched customer data 
faster than ever before by leveraging cloud-native, machine driven data mastering.

Tamr Mastering delivers on the unfulfilled foundational need for customer identity resolution across disparate 
sources, systems and business lines. Tamr’s mastered customer IDs power Customer Data Platform experiences for 
campaign personalization and optimization and address strategic analytic priorities such as customer lifetime 
value and sales operational e�iciency, all while ensuring data privacy compliance.

and interoperability across data ecosystems and architectures. Learn more at 
tamr.com.

Improved customer experience 
with unified buyer profiles across 
dealership systems in 30+ 
geographies

Mastered 300M+ insurance 
customer and prospect data 
purchased via vendors matched 
with ~30 internal datasets

Mastered customer data across 
private bank data and wealth 
management data for 
cross-/upsell and risk mitigation

Delivering the Single View of a Customer (B2C)

•    Understand customer behavior.  
An enriched, complete view of the 
customer’s behavior to inform 
customer acquisition, retention 
and lifetime value. 

•    Deliver personalized 
experiences. Streamline 
customer interactions and 
generate actionable customer 
insights by unifying data across all 
touchpoints with the business.

 •   Simplify data compliance. 
Simplify customer data 
management challenges and 
comply with regulations for 
customer consent 
(such as GDPR and CCPA) and 
communication preferences.



DATA MASTERING
Bridging the Gap Between Data and Business Outcomes

The real challenge in data management isn’t big data. It’s bad data.

For years, organizations have struggled to manage their ever-expanding, 
siloed data set consisting of thousands of data sources and hundreds or 
thousands of tables with a variety of data formats. Duplicate records and a 
lack of unique IDs only added to their challenges. As a result, it became 
increasingly di�icult to answer simple business questions such as “which 
account is the right one to contact?” or “are these two customers the same?”

And while data quality was once manageable with a small sample of records, 
picking up on these nuances in a pool of millions of records is not.

Tamr Mastering tackles these challenges by integrating machine learning with 
human in the loop to break down data silos and deliver clean, accurate data. 
Next-generation data mastering is the cornerstone of the modern data 
ecosystem, ensuring that the data is not just aggregated and transformed, but 
that it’s in a mastered, usable form to support governance, analytics, model-
ing, and use by the business.

With Tamr’s next-generation data 
mastering solution, we’re 
generating the records that let us 
form a complete view of our 
customers and allow
Western Union to o�er a superior 
user experience.”

Harveer Singh

Chief Data Architect
at Western Union

To  learn more about Tam’rs next-generation data mastering, please visit our
website and request a demo at www.tamr.com
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